Wellness Center Advisory Board, Meeting Minutes
Friday, October 12, 2018   2:00-3:00pm

Attendees:
Dean Bowen
Maribel Mateo
Brittany Rende
Katherine Cleary
Matthew Kupersmith
Brett St. Onge
Andrew Piazza
Douglas Dillon
Julie O’Melia
Michael McKenna
Steven Bandarra
Jack Reardon

Notes: (other than what is listed on Agenda)
● Discussed the recreation management software, Innosoft Fusion
  ○ Questions about number of Alumni and Community Memberships
    ■ Since 9/1/18
      ● 12 Alumni
      ● 16 Community
  ○ Bike Share program was mentioned to be run through the Wellness Center and this system
    ■ It was shared that a meeting with Mark Wagner and Alumni/Advancement was happening soon
● Shared Facility hours, and monthly statistics shared on website since September 2016
● Discussed demo-ing new cardiovascular equipment late fall/early spring to collect feedback to assist in decision making process
  ○ Mention of the purchase of a Glute Press (based on feedback and observations)
● Discussion and review of the Dress Code Policy within the Fitness Center
  ○ It is a slow change in culture, students will come to expect it and it will soon be the norm
  ○ Reviewed/shared the feedback provided thus far
● Additional feedback reviewed
  ○ There was agreement amongst the group to be careful when sharing the times when full teams would be in the fitness center (i.e. football team)
    ■ Do not want the messaging to seem like we are closed
    ■ Will look into getting schedules, but few will be consistent
  ○ Women’s Open Strength, Ask a Trainer and Fitness Orientations were brought up to aid in the fitness centers intimidation and welcoming environment
● Athlete Study hall was brought up with concerns
  ○ Noise from Group Exercise classes/hallway/MPGym, Hours, etc
    ■ will be brought to Department lead for Athlete support services